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Me

My press release
A national newspaper has heard about you and your meteoric rise to Upper Intermediate level. 
Before they write an article about your achievements, they have asked to read your official 
press release. Write about yourself.

What I’d like people to say about me
Which two of these nouns and which two of these adjectives would you most like people to 
use when describing you in five years’ time? You may need to use your dictionary.
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sincere altruistic

industriousreliable
responsible

loving

trustworthy
demonstrative

thorough warm
frank

outspoken

Adjectives

creative
affectionate respected

a star
a humanitariana big shota mastermind

a socialite a hero
a luminary

a household name
a leader

a celebrity
a charmer

a party animal

Nouns

PRESS RELEASE 
Name: 

My biography in brief:

My physical description:

My personality and lifestyle:

My successes to date:

What I am likely to achieve in the coming years:



Language passport
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My school/college

I go/went to college at  .

Write the names of some teachers who have helped you. Say why they were good.

School subjects
The subjects I studied: 

My favourite subjects: 

My most difficult subjects: 

I would like to learn more about: 

I never want to have any more lessons on: 

Examinations, qualifications & experience

Examinations I have passed:

Qualifications I have:

Things I have learnt outside school:

Work experience:

Experience of other cultures (travel, meeting people, reading, etc.):



My Xxxxxx
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Language:    
Speaking 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

Writing 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

Listening 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

Reading 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5 1  2  3  4  5

Number of  
years studied

My languages 
My mother tongue is  .

What languages can you speak? Complete the table. (1 = just a little, 5 = fluently)

These languages would be useful for me to learn in the future:

Circle the best phrase to complete these sentences for you.

I find it very easy / quite easy / quite difficult / very difficult to  

learn a language. 

I think that the most important thing in learning a language is  

to be able to speak / listen / read / write in the new language.

The most difficult thing for me is speaking / listening /  

reading / writing.

I would like to improve my pronunciation / spelling /  

vocabulary / grammar / fluency.



My English
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My evaluation of my current levels of knowledge and skills in English:

I would really like to be able to do these things successfully and correctly in English:

Things I do outside class time to help improve my English:

My main ambitions and hopes for this Upper Intermediate course:

‘ ’If you study to remember, you will forget, but,  
              if you study to understand, you will remember.

Anonymous



My grammar
The following grammar items are studied at Common European Framework level B1 
(i.e. the level below Upper Intermediate). How confident do you feel about your own 
understanding and use of each one? (1 = I don’t know this very well. 2 = I know this 
fairly well. 3 = I have few problems with this.)
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Grammar item For example 1 2 3
Dynamic verbs Quiet! I’m thinking.    
Stative verbs I think it’s terrible.    
Subject & object questions What did he do? What happened?     
Present perfect simple & past simple How many countries have you visited?  
 When did you go to China?     
Modal verbs of obligation, permission  You have to buy a ticket. You don’t need      
& prohibition to register.
Make, let & allow We weren’t allowed in after 10 p.m.    
Modal verbs in the past We had to. They couldn’t.    
Past simple & past continuous It was raining when we arrived.    
Both & neither We both like football. Neither of us can drive.    
Past perfect simple We had never seen such a scary film.    
Time linkers: as, when, as soon as, by While I was walking down the street … 
the time, the moment, while     
Comparatives & superlatives much higher, the least popular    
as + adjective not as good as    
Comparing nouns more time than, less time than    
Going to & present continuous for We’re going to drive to Paris.
future plans We’re leaving on Friday.     
Will & going to for predictions It’ll probably rain. It’s definitely going to rain.    
Predictions with maybe, probably,  They will certainly win.
certainly, etc.    
Present tenses in future time clauses When we receive it, we’ll call you.    
Present perfect continuous I’ve been living here for six months.    
Present perfect continuous & present  She’s been writing letters. She’s written 
perfect simple more than twenty.    
Would + infinitive I’d hate to do that.    
Unreal conditions If I met the president …    
Unreal conditions in the past If I had met the president …    
Articles & determiners a, the, some, any, most, many, all    
Quantifiers a few, a little, not much/many, etc.    
Modals of speculation (present & past)  You must be tired. She must have known  
 the truth.
Passive in different tenses It is being shown on TV.     
Causative sentences We’re having a new one delivered.    
Reported speech verbs He asked me whether I had a savings  
 account.



Needs analysis
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no
t

qu
ite

ve
ry

Tick the box which best describes you.

 I have some specific needs and plans for using English.

 I have a general idea about what I can use my English for.

 I still don’t really know what I might need my English for.

Tick the boxes to show how important these  
things are for you now or in the near future.

Which two or three are your priorities? Mark them with a V.

Describe people and things
Tell a story
Express opinions and discuss topics
Participate in meetings
Negotiate
Write my CV
Succeed in job interviews
Understand and make presentations
Socialize in English
Reserve hotels or book tickets
Order food in restaurants
Read newspaper and magazine articles
Make telephone calls
Read for enjoyment
Understand information on the internet
Understand movies and TV programmes
Work with complex texts (e.g. scientific, historical,  
business-related)
Be aware of different writing styles, implied meaning,  
use of irony, etc.
Write and read notes, memos and emails
Write and read business and personal letters
Pass an exam

important



Diary
You will find diary sections throughout this Portfolio. These are for you to write your 
thoughts while you study the course. How you use it is up to you. You can answer 
the question or use the diary space to write down:

• your answer to other questions on the page.
• interesting things that happen during lessons or study time.
• important or useful things you learn during the course.
• thoughts about what you are learning and how you are studying.
• things that are easy or difficult for you.
• things that you enjoy or don’t enjoy.
• conversations you have with teachers or other students. 

Look at the sample diary entry from page 10 of this Portfolio. It gives you an idea of 
the kind of thing you could write.

Look at the review of verb forms in lesson 1a. Which of these causes you the most problems? 
What are the things you know, but keep making mistakes with?

9‘ ’Painting is just another way of keeping a diary.
Pablo Picasso (Spanish painter, 1881–1973)

I think my understanding of the basic tenses is OK now, but I get a bit 

annoyed with myself when I make silly mistakes. For example, I keep 

forgetting to use the present perfect and try to say everything in the past 

simple. I know the rules – it’s just that sometimes it’s very hard to apply 

them. There are some other tenses, like the past perfect, that I just avoid 

completely because I usually use them wrongly – so this is another area I 

need to work on. 

 I need the exercises in the Student’s Book to remind me of the 

things I have to focus on – and I’ve decided that the  

thing I really need to do is listen and read as much as  

I can outside class to try to get more of a ‘feeling’  

for how the tenses are used.



Can do (tick ✓)
 I can understand the main ideas in an article.
 I can identify the main verb forms in English.
 I can discuss leisure interests.
 I can identify vocabulary in a text from its definition.

Hobbies past & present
Complete the diagram with hobbies you had in the past,  
nowadays and ones that fit in both categories.

Choose one of the hobbies and write about it. Why do/did you like it?

Have you ever followed a sports team month after month, year after year? Who and why? Do 
they deserve your support or do they keep letting you down?

Diary
Look at the review of verb forms in lesson 1a. Which of these causes you the most problems? 
What are the things you know, but keep making mistakes with?

1A Consuming passions

Past    Present

‘ ’Hobbies of any kind are boring except to  
                               people who have the same hobby.

Dave Barry (American humorous author, 1947–)10

Date: 



Questions & negatives
Can you make at least six questions or negative sentences using these words? Each sentence 
must have the word paintballing in it. (You can use words more than once.)

Saying no
Think of a good way to say no to these people (without saying the word no).
1 (a stranger) Can I come and stay with you for a few days?
2 (your boss) I need you to work all this weekend.
3 (a film star) Would you like to come on a date with me?
4 (your boy/girlfriend) I hope you’ve bought me a huge birthday present!
5 (a mugger) Give me all your money; and your car keys.
6 (the head of the UN) I want you to be my successor.

1B Paintballing
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in an informal conversation between workmates. 
 I can ask questions with the correct form of the auxiliary verb.
 I can say no politely and appropriately. 
 I can discuss a topical issue. 

‘ ’The art of leadership is saying no,  
            not saying yes. It’s very easy to say yes.

Tony Blair (1953–, UK Prime Minister 1997–2007)

isn’t

Jayne

a

big

fan

of

paintballing

do

you

enjoy
hadn’t

heard
aboutthe

students

wouldn’t

doesn’t

has

Remind me how to say 
‘no’ in English.

11

Date: 
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Date: 

Collectors
Circle the adjectives that best describe your opinion of collectors.  
You may need to use your dictionary.

In my opinion, most collectors are …
obsessed   introvert   organized   strange   idiosyncratic     
in uisitive   lonely   educated   harmless   happy

Time adverbials
Write a short paragraph about your impressions of a person or place using initially, after a 
while and eventually.

Autographs
Which famous person would you most like to be stuck in a lift with? What would you ask them 
to sign? Choose from the list below.

a book      a magazine      a piece of paper      a ticket      a CD      
a part of your body      a picture      other

1c Autograph hunters
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the content and significance of an article.
 I can discuss jobs related to my hobbies or interests.
 I can talk about a hypothetical situation in my life.
 I can choose appropriate time adverbials when writing a text.

Did you know?
The single most valuable autograph in the 
world is that of William Shakespeare. Only six 
examples are believed to exist and all are kept 
by institutions. If one came up for sale, it would probably be worth at least £3 million.

Darling, don’t you 
think this hobby 
of yours might be 
getting just a little 

out of hand?
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The things people collect
Do you collect any of the following? Do you collect anything else?

maps    coins    beer mats    bank notes     
postcards    posters   CDs    photographs

Using what clauses for emphasis
Complete these sentences so that they are true for you.
1 What I find most irritating is .

2 What I find really difficult about learning English is .

3 What I like most about my home town is .

Write another what clause and complete the sentence.

Describing yourself
Which of these words could you use when writing a description of yourself?

friendly   in uisitive   sporty   home-loving   energetic   systematic   smiley   
disorganized   round-faced   optimistic   middle-aged

Diary
What are your first impressions of Straightforward Upper Intermediate? What are the most 
important things to remember from this first unit?

1d Collectors
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand different speakers talking about the same topic.
 I can make statements more emphatic by using what clauses.
 I can use stress for emphasis.
 I can use expressions containing the word thing.
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Date: 

2A Wildlife
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can use will /won’t + infinitive to talk about repeated behaviour.
 I can use keep + verb + -ing to talk about repeated behaviour.
 I can find a series of linked points in an article.
 I can discuss a controversial issue.

‘ ’  For animals, the entire universe has been neatly divided into  
     things to (a) mate with, (b) eat, (c) run away from and (d) rocks.

Terry Pratchett (British fantasy author, 1948–) 

Dangerous animals
Which of these animals do you think is the most dangerous to man? Put them in order from  
1 (the most dangerous) to 5 (the least dangerous).

 lion    rhino    crocodile    hippopotamus     gorilla

But the most dangerous creature is …

Quite possibly the common housefly! Some scientists  
say it is the most dangerous  
creature on earth because it can carry over 2OO  
different pathogenic microorganisms, like bacteria  
and viruses. But the most dangerous creature  
must surely be the mosquito, which is  
responsible for the deaths of more humans  
every year than any other creature.

Where in the world?
Match these animals to the continents they are usually associated with.

1 moose Australasia

2 yak Antarctica

3 penguin North America

4 wallaby South America

5 llama Asia

‘There’s nowhere to get a 
decent drink around here.’
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Urban wildlife
Which of these creatures are a nuisance in your town or city?  
Are there any other creatures that cause problems?  
What possible solutions are there?

pigeons   foxes   seagulls   badgers   mos uitoes

Endangered animals
Many animal species in the world today face 
extinction because their natural habitat or their 
food supply is being destroyed, e.g the snow 
leopard, the mountain gorilla and the black 
rhino. What can be done to save animals  
like these?

Diary
Have you ever had to ‘sound angry’ in English? Is it easy to sound angry in a foreign language?

2B Animal rights
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify a subject by listening to key words.
 I can understand views for and against a subject in a debate.
 I can use idiomatic language.
 I can use phrases to indicate that I am expressing my own opinion.

‘ ’Back in Ancient Egypt, cats used to be worshipped  
                          as gods. Cats will never let us forget this!

Anonymous

Date: 
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Pet choices
Where do you stand? Make your choices.

Past habits
Complete these sentences so that they are true for you.

1 When I was young I used to .

2 My parents never used to .

3 As a child, the thing I would never do was .

Strong reactions
What makes you mad? What can calm you down when you lose your temper? 

Diary
You are now in the second unit of Straightforward Upper Intermediate. How is it going? Do you 
feel that the level is right for you? What is proving to be the most challenging?

2c Companions
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can compare and contrast different texts. 
 I can use the past simple, used to + infinitive and  

would + infinitive to talk about past habits. 
 I can discuss animal behaviour and skills.
 I can describe anger and other strong reactions.

‘I’m a real pet person’  

OR ‘I can’t stand them’?
‘Pets are as clever  as humans’ OR  ‘Pet owners are as stupid as their pets’?

Cats OR dogs?

‘Pets improve the quality of our lives’  

OR ‘Expensive, smelly, disease-carrying beasts’?
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Puzzle
Add one word to each sentence to make it correct. (Contractions count as one word.)

1  I used to be the army, but I’m getting used to civilian life now.

2  Although it was impossible at first, I soon got to the work in the Dark Room restaurant.

3 At first Michael wasn’t used to the hot weather but, after a few weeks in this country, quite 

used to it now.

4 It used to take the cats a long time to get to each other again after the summer break.

Get
Complete the gaps to make questions about yourself. Then answer the questions.

• When are you going to get a ?

• How often do you get in touch with ?

• Why did you get involved with ?

• Do you get along with your ?

The Dark Room
Imagine visiting the Dark Room restaurant in lesson 2D. Would you enjoy it or would it just be 
annoying? What would be the most difficult things about the meal?

A: Would you like to stroke my new dog? 
B: Does he bite? 
A: No idea! That’s why I want you to stroke him!

2d Working animals
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand a radio interview. 
 I can use be used to and get used to to talk about situations that are familiar 

or becoming familiar to me. 
 I can discuss a subject in detail. 
 I can compare photographs. 

‘ ’When they advertise that a cat food is new, improved and  
           with a much better taste – how do they know? Who tests it?

Anonymous
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My tribe
Imagine an anthropologist from another planet is studying human life. Write his/her 
description of the ‘tribe’ of people you spend your time with, e.g. What do you wear? What do 
you do? What do you like?

Compounds
Find five compound adjectives in this list. Use some of them to write a true sentence about 
yourself starting with I’m or I’m not.

Teds, Goths, Hippies & Punks
Which of these groups …

• would hold the best party?
• would you not want to meet in a narrow alley on  

a dark evening?
• would you secretly like to be a member of?
• would you not let your daughter/son marry a  

member of?
• would make the best businesspeople?

3A Fashion statements
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can quickly understand concepts in an article. 
 I can discuss a hypothetical situation. 
 I can use compound adjectives to describe people and objects. 
 I can compare different lifestyles.

A few  

Iight buIb jokes

How many Punks does it take to 

change a light bulb?

Answer: None. They can’t be 

bothered to change it. 

How many Goths does it take to 

change a light bulb?

Answer: None – they like to sit 

in the dark.

How many Hippies does it take 

to change a light bulb?

Answer: None – they don’t have 

any electricity.

out-aged-clean-worn-middle-easy-well-going-off-shaven
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In fashion
What is your attitude to fashion? Do you like to keep up to  
date? Do you regularly buy new clothes? What is your greatest  
weakness – shoes? Hairstyle? Make-up? Skincare? Accessories? 

Look!
Write a fictional paragraph that answers these questions and  
uses the word look five times.
Where are you? What are you doing? What are you wearing?

Relative relatives
Use relative clauses to write about your relatives! 

• My  is the person who …

• My  owns something that …

• It was my  who gave me …

• My , who , believes that …

• My  lives in a place that …

Diary
How do you feel about grammatical items like relative clauses where the rules are complex 
and difficult to apply? Do you try to make use of the rules – or ignore them and just go by 
intuition?

3B The right look
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can summarize conversations I have listened to.
 I can talk about my tastes in fashion. 
 I can use defining relative clauses to identify people or things. 
 I can use non-defining relative clauses to give additional  

information about people or things.
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Positive & negative connotations
These words all have a similar meaning. Which words have a positive (P) meaning and which 
have a negative (N) meaning? You may need to use your dictionary.

slim  svelte  skinny  thin  emaciated  lean  scrawny  gaunt  slender  skeletal

How to lose weight
Put these ideas in order of effectiveness from 1 (the most effective) to 5 (the least effective).

 take regular exercise
 avoid all food containing carbohydrates
 go on a different diet every month
 drink only water for 24 hours once a week
 eat sensibly and keep fit 

Someone whose appearance I really like
Write a short paragraph about someone whose appearance you like or admire.

3c Mirror images
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify different opinions in an article.
 I can discuss changes that have occurred over time.
 I can use present participle clauses to express causes, results and reasons.
 I can use past participle clauses to express causes, results and reasons.

Did you know?
Statistics show that in 1972, 23% of American 

women were unhappy with their looks. By 1997, 

this figure had risen to a staggering 56%.

‘ ’Everything has its beauty but not everyone sees it.
Confucius (Chinese thinker, 551–479BC)

Looking good today!
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Beauty adjectives
Put these adjectives into two groups:  
(1) words which are positive but not particularly  
enthusiastic and (2) words which are extremely positive.

Using linking words to express addition
Write a short paragraph using first of all, besides, on top of that and last but not least.

There are a number of reasons why I dislike . . .

Diary
Do you know a lot of English slang? Where did you learn it? Do you have similar words and 
expressions in your own language?

3d Model behaviour
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand key words in an interview.
 I can compare, contrast and rank different characteristics.
 I can use linking expressions to add extra information.
 I can understand some common slang words in English.

A story
The former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill 
(1874–1965) was reputed to enjoy fine wine and 
cognac. At one social event he was criticized by a 
society lady who said, ‘Sir, you are drunk!’ to which 
Churchill replied, ‘Madam, you are ugly, but in the 
morning I shall be sober!’

gorgeous
attractive

handsome stunning
delightful

good-looking
radiant

appealing
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Common phobias
Match the phobias with the objects of the fear.

1 agoraphobia   2 dromophobia   3 glossophobia   4 hemaphobia   5 hydrophobia

crossing the road    public speaking    water    blood    open spaces

What are you most afraid of?
Put these in order for you from 1 (most afraid) to 5 (least afraid).

 the dark

 snakes

 spiders

 enclosed spaces

 heights

4A Living in fear
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand how a text is structured.
 I can discuss fears and phobias.
 I can respond sympathetically to someone’s problems.
 I can use so that, in order to, in case and otherwise to explain reasons.

‘Come on, Dad! Slide!’

A true story
French prime minister Georges Clemenceau 
(1841–1929) was terrified of flying and avoided 
planes whenever possible. Before one flight, he was 
overheard offering the pilot a word of advice: ‘Fly 
very carefully,’ he said, ‘very slow, and very low!’

Did you know?
The most common phobia is not claustrophobia (fear of 

enclosed spaces) but arachnophobia (fear of spiders). 

Research has shown that 50% of women and 10% of 

men suffer from this phobia. Interestingly, more people 

suffer from brontophobia (fear of thunderstorms) than 

necrophobia (fear of death or dead things).

‘ ’The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.
US President Franklin D. Roosevelt (1882–1945)
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Diary
You are nearly a third of the way through Straightforward Upper Intermediate.  
How are you getting on? Do you feel that your English is improving?

Word stress
Number these adjectives according to their stress: 1    , 2    , 3   or 4   .

confident   assertive   timid   bossy   reserved   aggressive

How assertive are you?
Answer these questions to find out if you are assertive or not.

4B Gladiators
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify different opinions in a conversation.
 I can use the present perfect to talk about actions and states  

that started in the past and continue in the present.
 I can use the past simple to talk about finished actions and  

actions where the time is stated.
 I can discuss a hypothetical situation.

Q4 Do you agree to do things even when it greatly inconveniences you?Q2 Do people often ask you to 
speak more loudly?

Q1 Do you ever accept  

poor service in a hotel or 

restaurant because you are 

afraid to complain? Q5 When you are waiting a 

queue and someone steps 

in ahead of you, do you tell 

them off? 

Assertive answers: 1 N, 2 N, 3 Y, 4 N, 5 Y

Q3
 When you don’t understand 

someone, do you ask them 

to explain? 
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Freedoms 
What does freedom mean to you? Do you feel free? Are there any freedoms you don’t have that 
you would like to have?

21st-century freedoms
Here are some contemporary freedoms. Which of them are the most important to you? 

Spot the mistakes
Find and correct the five spelling mistakes in these words. 

abolish  liberty  abolishion  bravery  couragous  slavery  disobey  e ualety  
disobedience  segregation  boycot  ilegall  

Discrimination
Does discrimination such as that described in the December 1 text in lesson 4c still exist?  
Where and why? 

Struggles
Write about one other struggle for rights that you know about – in your country or anywhere 
else. What was the problem? How did people campaign for change? What was the outcome?

4c The land of the brave
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in a text about a historical subject. 
 I can identify whether statements are true according to a text.
 I can discuss political issues such as freedom of speech.
 I can choose the correct form of a word for its grammatical context.

‘ ’My definition of a free society is a society  
                                where it is safe to be unpopular.

Adlai Stevenson (US politician, 1900–1965)

to exchange information and ideas

to use the 

uncensored internet

to make your own 

choice of wife/husband
from 

hunger

to wear whatever 

clothes you like
to protest against 
the government
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I could get in a closed sack with a rattlesnake. 
I could pick up and hold a rattlesnake. 
I could touch a rattlesnake. 
I could be in a room with a keeper and a loose rattlesnake.
I could go in a room where rattlesnakes were in a cage.
I could visit a town that has rattlesnakes.
I will never go to a country that has rattlesnakes.

Rattlesnakes 
Where do you score on the rattlesnake-ometer? Write a sentence or two explaining your level.

Homophone overload!
These sentences have been written by someone who has got a bit confused with their 
homophones. Can you help?

My knew dog’s hurt its write poor and tale.

We decided knot to take the plain. We’re going to sale to Grease.

Now write the homophone for each past verb. Two have two homophones.

rained   caught   saw   blew  

Snake 1: Hey Bill! Remind me – are we poisonous snakes? 
Snake 2: Why do you want to know? 
Snake 1: I just bit my tongue!

4d Southern snakes
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can make notes while listening to a recording. 
 I can use the present perfect continuous to emphasize action/duration. 
 I can describe a picture. 
 I can tell a story. 

Warning: 
bad joke
How can you 

describe a snake 

without any 

clothes on?

It’s snaked!



Art
Do you ever visit art galleries or art exhibitions? What sort of art do or don’t you like? What’s 
your opinion of modern art over the last 30 years?

My contemporary art exhibition
• Artists Christo and Jeanne-Claude wrap up buildings (such as the Reichstag in Berlin) so that 

they look like a parcel. Which famous building, monument, etc. would you like to wrap up, 
and why?

• Artist Orlan films operations on herself. What event affecting you would you film to show in 
your next art exhibition?

• Artist Tracey Emin made an exhibit out of her unmade bed filled with her possessions and 
leftovers. Which everyday object from your own life would you exhibit?

Self portrait 
Imagine someone is painting your portrait. Write the accompanying text for an art gallery. Think 
about these questions: What are you doing? Where are you? What are you wearing? How do you 
look? What expression do you have?

In this portrait of . . .

5A Performance art
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can discuss and compare opinions about art and artists.
 I can understand descriptions of artistic events and creations.
 I can understand a sequence of events in a text. 
 I can use different narrative tenses to tell an anecdote.

‘
’

Art produces ugly things which frequently 
 become beautiful with time. Fashion, on the
   other hand, produces beautiful things which
      always become ugly with time.

Jean Cocteau (French writer & film director, 1889–1963)

R
ei

ch
st
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, 

B
er
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   Girl: Wow – look! They’ve  
 got a portrait of me! 
Mother:  I think that’s a 
        mirror, dear.

26
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‘ ’I dream my painting, and then I paint my dream.
Vincent Van Gogh (1853–1890)

Whatever … 
Complete these sentences to make them true for you.

Wherever I go, I always take .

Whenever I meet .

Whoever said  was a very clever person.

Hidden artists
Some famous artists are hidden in these sentences. Can you find them? 

1   Our plane is on final approach for landing now.  Orlan
2 What a nice walk – ah look at those seagulls on the beach!
3 This doormat is seven years old.
4 Hum one tune and dance a little dance.
5 We served fish in aspic as so many guests needed food.

Diary
How are you coping with the listening work at this level? Do you ever listen to TV, internet or 
radio programmes in English?

5B Priceless!
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in an interview. 
 I can talk about the quality and value of an object.
 I can compare and contrast two pieces of art.
 I can discuss, negotiate and reach a compromise decision.
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Movie mistakes
In the film Girl with a Pearl Earring there is a scene where you see a man riding a bicycle; but 
bicycles weren’t invented for another 150 years! Have you ever spotted mistakes in films? 
What were they? You can find others if you do an internet search for ‘movie mistakes’.

The most valuable paintings in the world
Paintings by these five artists are all in the top ten of the world’s most expensive paintings 
(when sold at auction). Can you put them in order from 1 (the most expensive) to 5 (the least 
expensive)?

                       Van Gogh       Cezanne       Renoir       Picasso       Klimt  

A strange language
If something is worthless it has no value,  
but if something is priceless it is very 
valuable and impossible to replace.  
Another word for priceless is invaluable. 
What other confusing words have  
you found in English?

5c A good read
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand progression in a text.
 I can find evidence in a text to back up my opinions.
 I can use the past perfect continuous to talk about actions that  

were in progress before or up to a certain point in the past.
 I can identify long vowels and pronounce them correctly.

An art joke
A painter had an exhibition at a gallery. After some time he asked the gallery owner if anyone had shown any interest in any of his paintings. ‘I have some good news and some bad news,’ the gallery owner replied. ‘A man came in and enquired about your work and wondered if it would increase in value after your death. I told him I thought it would and he bought all 25 of your paintings.’ ‘That’s fantastic!’ the artist  cried. ‘What’s the bad news?’

‘I’m afraid he was your doctor.’
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Reading habits
What was the last book you read? What  
was it about? Where did you read it?

The books people borrow from libraries 
A survey is examining preferences amongst readers borrowing books from public libraries. Put 
these types of books in order from 1 (you like the best) to 5 (you like the least). What order do 
you think the survey will find? Check your ideas on page 64.

 non-fiction  crime & thrillers  romantic fiction

 science fiction/fantasy  literary fiction

Bestseller
Imagine that you are going to write a book. What will it be about?

Diary
How much do you read in English? What do you enjoy reading most of all?

5d Bookworm
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the sequence of events in a profile of a famous person.
 I can talk about my reading habits.
 I can give a short presentation about something I have read.
 I can use phrasal verbs to sound more natural.

Did you know?
A recent survey in the UK found that 65% of those surveyed said that bed was the best place to read, while 25% preferred reading in the bath! An amazing 34% of adult Britons say they never buy or read books and a staggering 50% of males in the 16- to 24-age group had not read a book during the previous twelve months. 
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Three actors who became politicians
Match the actors to the descriptions.

1 Ronald Reagan a) Starred in Never on a Sunday in 1960. Over one million  
  people attended this person’s funeral.

2 Clint Eastwood b)  A B-movie actor who starred in films like Bedtime for  
  Bonzo, this person later became president of the USA.

3 Melina Mercouri c)  Star of spaghetti westerns and crime movies like Dirty  
  Harry, this person became mayor of Carmel, California.

British & American English
Which of these terms refer to British politics (B) and which to American (A)?

                     

6A At the polls
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify the sequence of events in a text.
 I can discuss the role of celebrities in politics.
 I can use conditional sentences to describe real situations  

and their probable consequences or results.
 I can use conditional sentences to describe imaginary  

situations and their probable consequences or results.

‘ ’You have to do everything to win, no matter what.
Arnold Schwarzenegger

run for office

stand for election

senator

MP

governor

Republican 

Conservative

parliament
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Politics quiz
Complete the quiz with the countries in the box.

Finland Iceland Romania AustraliaNew Zealand

Puzzle
Rearrange the letters to make five words or phrases associated with elections.

didcanate     peltbalapro     untruto     vingto     stingpollation

Diary
How do you remember vocabulary? What different ways have you tried? Which have been the 
most effective?

Q4  Voting at elections is compulsory in 
.

6B Women in politics
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify different opinions in a radio programme.
 I can talk about voting and general elections in my country.
 I can use wish (+ that) or if only to express regret.
 I can use word stress in word families.

Q1 The world’s first 

parliament was 

in . Q2 The first country 
to give women 
the vote was 

.

Q3  was the first 

European country to 

give the vote to all its 

adult citizens. Q5 The Palace of the 

Parliament in 
 

is one of the world’s 

largest buildings.

31

Margaret Thatcher (UK prime minister, 1979–1990) 
from Spitting Image, a satirical puppet show that 
ran from 1984–1996 on British television.
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Red faces
Generally speaking, what sort of things embarrass you? When was the last time you did 
something really embarrassing? What did you do?

Regrets
Look back over your life. Write down at least two things you should have done (that you didn’t 
do) and two things that you shouldn’t have done (that you did do).

Egg on your face
Imagine that you are a politician and someone in the crowd  
throws an egg at you. What would you do in response? 

Politically incorrect
Do you know of any politically incorrect politicians, reporters, chat show hosts, colleagues, 
etc.? What sort of things do they talk about and do? How do you and other people react to 
them?

6c Politically incorrect
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can discuss embarrassing situations.
 I can summarize texts.
 I can identify which of two texts a comment refers to.
 I can use should/shouldn’t have + past participle to  

make criticisms of past actions.

A short story
In 1999 John Prescott drove 0.2 kilometres from his hotel to the party conference he 
was attending. He then made a speech telling motorists to leave their cars at home 
and use public transport. When he was asked why he had used a car for such a short 
distance, he replied, ‘Because of the security reasons for one thing and, second, my 
wife doesn’t like to have her hair blown about. Have you got another silly question?’
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Isms
Which isms offend you? Are there any isms that  
don’t bother you?

Politically correct language
To avoid using language that might cause offence,  
some familiar terms now have alternative forms.  
Can you complete this table?

Traditional term Modern alternative

firefighter

chairman

hearing-impaired

Red Indian

differently-abled

non-waged

mankind

policeman

sanitation engineer

Diary
Do you find it easy to integrate functional expressions like those in lesson 6D into your own 
spoken language? How do you remember to use them?

6d Politically correct
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand two people talking about a problem.
 I can talk about prejudices. 
 I can ask for and give clarification. 
 I can participate in a one-to-one meeting with someone. 

Note from editor: unfortunately 
the answer to this joke has 
been deleted because it is 
considered offensive to elephants 
(of any colour).

Joke
How do you cook a pink 

eIephant?



How green are you?
Do you think your lifestyle is very green? In what ways could it be greener?  
Would you want to get greener?

Guide to green living
Here are some mixed-up tips for becoming greener. There are seven tips and each has two 
words – a verb and another word. There are many possible pairs, but can you unjumble them 
so that you use all the words sensibly?

Fine, but … next door?
Many people support green measures – but some are less keen if it makes them change their 
own lifestyle. How would you react to these things?

7A Green issues
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can talk about environmental issues. 
 I can discuss green lifestyles.
 I can understand short texts in a range of styles.
 I can try to persuade someone to make small changes to their lifestyle.

‘ ’In the true nature of things … every green tree is far  
             more glorious than if it were made of gold and 
silver. Martin Luther (German priest & church reformer, 1483–1546)

buy recycle eat less showers second-hand

re-use walk fly take organic
bags

more paper

The price of plane tickets 

goes up 20 times to cover 

the environmental damage 

caused by planes.

ALL PRIVATE USE OF CARS WILL BE BANNED FROM JANUARY 1ST NEXT YEAR.
A LARGE WIND TURBINE FARM IS 

GOING TO BE BUILT NEXT TO THE 
VILLAGE. IT WILL BE VERY NOISY.The local government announces that you will be charged $30 

for every bag of rubbish collected from your home.
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Futures
Make some predictions about (a) your own future, (b) your town’s future and (c) the planet’s 
future.

Diary
Do you find it tricky to talk about the future (because there are so many different possible verb 
forms) or is this area not problematic for you?

7B Green houses
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can evaluate different products.
 I can understand general points in a conversation.
 I can choose the best verb form to talk about future plans, arrangements and decisions. 
 I can use the verb make with a range of meanings in different expressions.

‘ ’
Only after the last tree has been cut down … the last river  
                 has been poisoned … the last fish caught, only then  
will you find that money cannot be eaten.

The Cree Prophecy (The Cree are indigenous tribes in North America)

I think you’re on to a 
winner there, Bob.
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Lifestyle changes
Complete this sentence to make it true for you. 
If I could change just one thing in my life, I would . 

Being a life coach
Which of the following do you think is important to  
be a successful life coach? 

  be a good listener

  have a lot of good advice

  be interested in people

  have good communication skills

  be good at building a rapport with people

  be good at understanding people

  charge a high fee

  have done lots of different things

Do you think you would make a good life coach? Why or why not?

7c Lifestyle changes
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the main ideas in a text.
 I can give verbal support and guidance.
 I can use the future continuous to talk about an action that will be in progress at 

a point of time in the future.
 I can use the future perfect to talk about an action that will be completed before 

a point in time in the future.

‘ ’If you resolve to give up smoking, drinking and loving,  
                  you don’t actually live longer; it just seems 
longer. Clement Freud (British writer, broadcaster & politician, 1924–)

 

Did you know?
China has the greatest 
number of smokers in 
the world. Over 350 
million Chinese people 
smoke and one million 
a year die of smoking-
related diseases. 60% 
of all adult Chinese 
males smoke. In the 
European Union, 
the Greeks smoke 
the most, while the 
Swedes smoke the 
least. The good news 
for the Greeks is that 
the percentage of 
young people starting 
smoking is among the 
lowest in Europe.

What about 
learning to fly?

I feel like a 
change of lifestyle.
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Nouns & prepositions
Complete these sentences.

There is an increasing demand for .

In future there might be a shortage of .

I hope there will be real advances in .

Diary
What do you find difficult when listening to English? Are speed, accent, topic and sound 
quality important factors? What can you do to improve your listening ability?

7d Trends
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in a radio programme.
 I can use a variety of phrases for giving examples.
 I can discuss influences on lifestyle.
 I can use a number of noun phrases containing nouns followed by prepositions.

Three things you might not know about Martha Stewart• In 2OO4 she was sent to prison for five months for insider trading (buying or selling shares with the benefit of inside knowledge).• Her husband filed for divorce on the same day her book Weddings was published.• She has her own 24-hour satellite radio network.



How are you feeling?
I’m under the weather is another way of saying I’m not feeling very well. Rearrange these words 
to make three more expressions with the same meaning.

Doctor, Doctor jokes
Read these Doctor, Doctor jokes. Do you know any others?  
Can you make one up of your own?

8A Cold comfort
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can find the information I need in an article.
 I can explain what is wrong with me to a pharmacist or doctor. 
 I can talk about medical symptoms.
 I can use a set of words relating to health.

‘ ’I have a perfect cure for a sore throat: cut it.
Alfred Hitchcock (British film director, 1899–1980)

off   feeling   a   I’m   colour   bit with   I’m   down   something   coming

right   not   I’m   quite

Did you know?
The fact that colds are 

more common in winter is 

mainly due to the fact that 

people are inside more and 

in closer contact with each 

other than at other times 

of the year. More than 200 

different viruses can cause 

the common cold and there 

is no known cure for it.

Doctor, Doctor, I think I’m a bridge.
What’s come over you?
So far, a taxi, two lorries and a bicycle.

Doctor, Doctor, I swallowed a bone.Are you choking?No, I really did!

Doctor, Doctor, I think I’m invisible.

Next!

That was our 
last match.
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Aches & pains
Which of these words can go with -ache and which are a pain in the ?

ear neck leg toothback shoulder stomach chest

Diary
What are some of your favourite words in English? Why do you like them?

8B Bill of health
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in a radio programme.
 I can discuss medical care in my country.
 I can use may, might, could and can’t to speculate about events in the  

present, past or future.
 I can use modal verbs to express permission, obligation and prohibition.

‘ ’My illness is due to my doctor’s insistence that I drink  
             milk, a whitish fluid they force down helpless 
babies. W.C. Fields (American actor, 1880–1946)

The strange English language
The word surgeon is derived from a root meaning hand work.
Surgeons operate in an operating theatre but doctors examine
patients in a surgery.
Doctors practise medicine.
Practice makes perfect.

Does that mean doctors will be 
perfect if they practise?

Did you know?
The country with the best doctor–patient ratio 

is Monaco, which has one doctor for every 169 

inhabitants. Malawi, on the other hand, has just 

one doctor for every 49,000 inhabitants. 
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Alternative therapies
Have you (or anyone you know) tried any alternative therapies? Which? Did they work? Which 
therapies do you find the most appealing? Which, if any, are you sceptical about?

Room doctor 
Look around the room at home where you work or study. Suggest five or more improvements 
that would make it a less stressful place. Consider these things: light, furniture, colour, air, 
noise, decoration, etc.

Rules
Think back to a time when there were a lot of rules you had to follow and things you could 
and couldn’t do. Describe where you were, what you were doing and what some of these rules 
were. 

Too many rules?
Do you think there are too many rules in this world? Write a list of positive permissions and 
encouragements for people to do in your home, town and school, e.g.

You can walk on the grass whenever you like.

8c Alternative therapies
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand a complex text about contemporary issues.
 I can discuss and compare treatments and therapies.
 I can talk about permission, prohibition and obligation.
 I can propose and discuss potential changes.

‘Well, yes, my arm does feel 
better – but I have some  

  strange new pains all over . . . ’
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Phrasal verbs
Choose three of these phrasal verbs and use them to tell a  
short story about a terrible house guest.

get back to     sort someone out     put up with     put it off
put someone up to something     tell someone off

Puzzle
Can you find six expressions for changing the subject?

Diary
Do you like to study English on your own, or do you sometimes study with other people from 
your English class? Have any of your classmates been particularly helpful with your studies?

8d Back pain
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand advice and suggestions. 
 I can politely change the topic of a conversation. 
 I can argue against someone and defend my own position. 
 I can use appropriate phrasal verbs in colloquial conversations.

co
me anyway saying talking reminds way think I t

he w
as m

e for by to of it of as that as
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9A Celebrity heroes
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can describe my favourite film, music and sports stars. 
 I can use adjectives of description in the right order. 
 I can guess the meaning of unfamiliar words in a reading passage. 
 I can conduct a survey and interviews.

Heroes
Who were your heroes at different times of your life? Fill in some names on  
the right-hand side of this heroes timeline.

Are you a hero (even in a small way) to anyone?

Adjective order
Answer each question in sentences with a minimum of three adjectives.
1 Do you know any babies or young children? What are they like?
2 Star Wars – is it brilliant or garbage?
3 Describe a room you spend a lot of time in. 
4 What is the most annoying thing in your life, and why?
5 Who do you admire, and why?

Diary
At Upper Intermediate level the course provides a part of what you need to keep your English 
level growing. What else are you doing to learn outside class? What more could you do?

When I was 
a teenager

When I was a 
young adult

When I 
was tiny

When I was 
young

Nowadays
In the future
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Don’t be too modest when 

choosing a name, e.g. 

Quitegoodman or OKwoman. 1
Don’t choose a name that 

gives your enemies a clue  

of your weaknesses,  

e.g. Scaredofsnakesgirl or 

NeverworksonSundaysboy. 

2

Whatever you do, don’t include 

your real name e.g. SecretJimMan 

or IncredibleMaryWoman.3
Don’t call yourself Orangeman  

and then wear a green costume.  

Everyone will just get very, very 

confused.
4

9B Local hero
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand a radio news item.
 I can talk hypothetically about my life.
 I can discuss and compare different heroes.
 I can discuss responsible and irresponsible behaviour.

Comic book characters
Do you ever read superhero comic books or watch superhero films? Which superheroes did 
you like most? Did you ever imagine that you were one? 

Superhero name
Follow these guidelines and think of a superhero name for yourself.

 

Superhero you!
Everyone thinks you are just a normal person – and only  
you know that you have a secret superhero identity!  
What is your superhero name? Describe your special  
powers, your costume, your most famous acts, etc.

Secret identities
Can you solve these clues and find some famous superheroes?  
You may need to use your dictionary.

1 A bright light for a short time
2 British garden bird with red breast
3 Silk-producing invertebrate and adult male
4 Insectivorous winged nocturnal mammal and homo sapien
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Gradable & ungradable adjectives
Which of these adjectives are gradable (G) (i.e. can be used with very, quite, etc.) and which 
are ungradable (U) (i.e. can be used with absolutely, etc.)?
horrendous     nasty      despicable      wrong      mean      disgraceful

Stupid criminals 
Do you know about any stupid 
criminals?  
What did they do?

Favourite villain
Who is your favourite fictional villain? Why?

9c Villains
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can categorize information from a reading text.
 I can talk about crime in my country.
 I can use adjectives in a description with the correct modifying adverb.
 I can use a set of words related to crime and criminals.

‘ ’In the old days villains had moustaches and kicked the dog. Audiences  
    are smarter today. They want an ordinary human being with failings.

Alfred Hitchcock (British film director, 1899–1980)

Did you know?
The world’s most prolific cannibal was the Fijian chief Ratu Udre Udre who is believed to have eaten as many as 900 people during the 19th century.

A Chicago man was 

wanted for stealing 

jewellery. He was  

finally arrested  

after throwing a  

brick at a plexiglass 

window. The brick 

bounced back, hit 

him on the head and 

knocked him out. He 

was still unconscious 

when the police arrived. 
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Most hated
Apart from traffic wardens, bouncers, and so on, a BBC 
survey found that the British public also hated these five 
professions. What order do you think they went in? Number 
them from 1 (the most hated) to 5 (the least hated … but still 
hated!).

 politicians  reality TV show contestants

 footballers  public relations people

 bus drivers

Meanwhile in America …
Car salesmen, insurance salesmen, tax inspectors and 
lawyers rank among the most hated professions, while the 
most admired are fire-fighters and nurses. Now what about 
your country? Which professions do people respect and 
which professions are usually despised?

Diary
What do you find difficult about English pronunciation? Are any sounds difficult for you?  
What about word stress and intonation?

9d Hate list
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the main ideas in a news programme.
 I can talk about what I would say in a hypothetical situation.
 I can use the appropriate linker to contrast information.
 I can use intonation to show completion and non-completion.

‘ ’End discrimination. Hate everybody.
Anonymous

Joke
Why did the traffic warden 

cross the road?
Answer: To give the chicken a 

parking ticket.
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Some other words for altruistic
Fill in the missing letters to make words with a similar meaning to altruistic.

s  l f   s s m  g n  n  m  u s

u n s   f  s h g  n  r   s

Helping hand
What good deeds have you done recently? Make a list.

Reflexive verbs
Which three of these verbs can be reflexive (i.e. used with myself, yourself, etc.)?

sacrifice     follow     pretend     survive     ask     delude  
Write a sentence for each of the reflexive verbs.

10A Good deeds
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can make predictions about the content of a text from its headline.
 I can understand the sequencing of ideas in a text.
 I can discuss a moral issue.
 I can understand and use a set of reflexive verbs.

‘ ’We can do no great things, only small things with great love.
Mother Teresa

Did you know?
The most money ever raised by a charity 

walk or run was the £9.1 million raised by 

Canadian Terry Fox who ran (with an artificial 

leg) from St John’s in Newfoundland to 

Thunder Bay, Ontario in 1980. He ran a total 

distance of 5,373 km and covered the distance 

in 143 days.
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Charities
Which of these charities do/would you give money to? Why? Which would you never give 
money to? Why not?

famine relief   medical research   homeless people   animal welfare    
heritage   environment 

Diary
Apart from this Portfolio, what other writing do you do in English? Do you keep a work diary or 
a personal diary? How often do you write letters or emails?

10B Giving
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand an anecdote.
 I can talk about charity-giving in my country.
 I can report someone’s words or thoughts with the correct verb form.
 I can use a number of collocations with the verb give.

Anonymous‘ ’If you think you’re too small to be effective,  
   you’ve never been in bed with a mosquito.

Did you know?
The record amount raised by a television 

charity appeal (often called a telethon) is 

£7 billion. This was achieved by the Jerry 

Lewis Muscular Dystrophy Association 

telethon in the USA.
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He announced that 

his name was Bond, 

James Bond.

He mumbled that he 

was planning to make 

the other person an 

offer that he wouldn’t 

be able to refuse.

He threatened 

that he would 

be back.

He w
ish

ed th
at 

the fo
rce

 co
uld be 

with
 us.

He asked if I was talking to 
him. Then he asked again if I 
was talking to him. Then he 
repeated the same question a 

third time.

Job responsibilities
What are you responsible for in work and/or everyday life? Do you enjoy having responsibility 
or would you prefer not to have it?

Reporting verbs
Think back to an interesting conversation you have had recently. Report it, using a variety of 
reporting verbs.

What’s the original?
Here are some famous movie quotes – but in a reported form. What are the original quotes? 
Match each to the film they are from.

The Terminator Taxi Driver Star Wars James Bond The Godfather

10c Aid worker
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can talk about my job or the job of someone I know. 
 I can check information in an article. 
 I can read a job advertisement and understand what is being looked for.
 I can report what was said using a variety of reporting verbs.
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Job interviews
How are you at job interviews? Cool? Confident? Terrified? Sweating? Do you know any tips that 
make them more bearable?

Killer questions
Write three job interview questions that would allow you to really prove how great you are. 
Then write three questions that would reduce you to a shivering wreck.

Diary
Have you ever had a job interview in English? Do you think you will have one in the future? 
How important will English be in your working life?

10d A good job
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand questions in a job interview.
 I can answer formal questions about myself in a job interview.
 I can discuss a hypothetical situation.
 I can turn a statement into a question by using rising intonation.

Interviewer: We need someone who is really 
responsible.

Candidate:  In my last job, whenever there 
was a problem, they always 
said I was responsible.

Interviewer: The pay starts at £200 a 
week and after three months 
it rises to £280.

Candidate:  OK, I’ll come back in three 
months.
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Geography
Are you good at geography? Are you someone who usually knows the location of capital cities, 
rivers, mountain ranges, etc.? 

Where am I?
Can you solve these geography puzzles?

Chinese achievements
Which of these things were invented by the Chinese?

printing   gunpowder (explosives)   spaghetti   the iPod   paper-making   kites   
the compass (direction-finding)   fireworks   seismograph (earth uake detector)
the wheelbarrow   tea drinking   paper money 

11A Globe-trotting
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can name a range of geographical features correctly.
 I can use the correctly when talking about geographical names.
 I can recognize ways to avoid repetition in a text.
 I can understand detailed information in a historical text.

Q
Q

5  I’m standing by the edge of the Sea of 
Showers, though curiously it has never 
ever rained here. Two explorers, David 
Scott and James Irwin came here for the 
first time in 1971 and drove around in a 
special car to study me.

Q3 I’m on top of a snow-capped 

mountain – it’s the highest in 

Africa. I’m in Tanzania but to the 

north I can see Kenya.  

Q1 I’m travelling on water but the 

craft has no engine. A man is 

standing behind me with a long 

pole, pushing us along. We are 

travelling through a historic city.

Q
2 They started building this in 220 BC. It’s made of limestone and granite and is over 6,000 kilometres long. Despite the popular rumour, it isn’t visible from the moon!

4 I’m in the capital of the biggest 
country on this continent, but 
they only started building it in 
1956! When I go shopping, I 
need to speak Portuguese. 
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The map
What are your views on the ‘upside-down’ map in lesson 11b? Do you think that it helps you to 
see things in a new perspective – or is it just confusing? 

Binomials
Match the green words to the black words to make binomial pairs. Use the leftover binomial 
pair to complete this sentence.

She’s so different from her twin sister. They’re just like  and .

Anagrams
How many of these famous place names from lesson 11b can you unscramble?

1 SLAP 2 LAGRAVE  3 KALASA  4 WELAZEDNAN 5 OURELMBEN

11B South is up
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in a discussion.
 I can use binomial expressions to talk about myself.
 I can understand and use vague language.
 I can discuss the implications of looking at things in different ways.

to

Puzzle
I am in a European capital city. Its latitude is further north than Newfoundland 

but further south than Moscow. Its longitude is to the east of Madrid but to 

the west of Barcelona. If I travel due south, the first African country I come to 

is Algeria. The mean annual temperature is warmer than Paris. There is only 

one vowel in the name of this city and it occurs twice. Where am I?

white

fro

SWEET SICK

blood

out

black

born
choose

SHORT
hardflesh

CHEESE

pieces

HERE chalk

forget
down

now
forgive

tested bits

bred

pick

long
tired

tried
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Quotations
Which of these quotations do you agree with? Why?

How happy are you?
Which two words mean quite happy  
and which three mean extremely happy?
jubilant   
cheerful   
over the moon   
ecstatic   
pleased

11c Positive psychology
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the main ideas in a text and summarize them.
 I can understand the meaning of new words from their context.
 I can discuss different aspects affecting personal happiness.
 I can use the correct article depending on the type of noun being referred to.

’‘Happiness is an imaginary 
condition.

Thomas Szasz (Professor of Psychiatry, State 
University of New York, 1920–)

‘ ’
         Few people can be happy unless  
   they hate some other person,  
     nation or creed.

Bertrand Russell (British author, mathematician, & 
philosopher, 1872–1970)

‘ ’         Anyone happy in this age and  
          place is either daft or corrupt.

Roy Fuller (British poet & novelist, 1912–1991)

‘ ’    One of the keys to happiness is a bad memory.
Rita Mae Brown (American writer & social activist, 1944–)

Did you know?
According to recent research conducted in Sweden, 
the key to true happiness is not winning the lottery 
or lying on a tropical beach, but hard work! The 
researchers found that working hard to achieve 
a goal, rather than actually achieving that goal, 
makes most people happy. 
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‘ ’The traveller sees what he sees.  
     The tourist sees what he has come to see.

G.K. Chesterton (British writer, 1874–1936)

Location, location, location …
Many British people now own a second, or holiday, home  
in Europe. Here are five of the most popular countries.  
Can you put them in order from 1 (the most popular) to 5?

 Portugal    Italy    Malta 

 Spain    France

So & such
Rearrange these words to make phrases containing so and such.
an experience such it awful was   
really so I sorry am 
time there so was little     
such place it beautiful a was

Diary
It is possible to learn English in many English-speaking countries. Have you been to any? 
Where would you most like to study English? Why?

11d Perfect locations
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand details in an interview.
 I can understand the function of reference words.
 I can describe locations and landscapes.
 I can use so and such to make adjectives, adverbs and nouns more emphatic.

Did you know?
The famous ‘spaghetti 
western’ films such as A 
Fistful of Dollars, starring 
Clint Eastwood, are often 
thought to have been given 
their name because they 
were not filmed in the USA 
but in Italy. In fact most of 
the filming was done on 
location in Spain, because 
of the resemblance of the 
landscape to the Mexico-US 
border region. The Italian 
connection comes from the 
director and the number 
of Italians involved in the 
production crews.
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Treasure hunt
Can you find the pirate words hidden in these sentences? 

1 Jim approached the desk.   map
2 This landscape is beautiful!
3 Hello Otto. How are you today?
4 My new car goes faster with unleaded petrol.
5 We saw her new play at the theatre. A sure-fire hit!
6 We lived on Adriatic Avenue.

A pirate story
Complete the story with the words in the box. 

A pirate came into a 1  . He had a 2  leg, a 3  instead of a hand and an eye 
4  . The barman asked him how he got his 5  . ‘A 6  ate my leg and I got this 

wooden leg. A soldier cut my hand off with a 7 ; that’s how I got my hook. And I got the 

eye injury when I was 8  an orange and some orange juice 9  in my eye.’

‘You lost your eye to orange juice?’ asked the barman incredulously.

‘No,’ said the pirate. ‘It was my first day with the 10  .’

Rhyming puzzle
Only three other two-syllables words in the English language rhyme with treasure. What are 
they? (N.B. They are very common words.) 

12A Loot
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can understand the organization of a text.
 I can discuss the stories of films.
 I can use the passive form to emphasize an  

action or object of an action.
 I can talk about pirates.

‘Right. We’ve found the treasure. 
Now what do we do?’

barwooden hook patchinjuriessharkswordpeeling squirtedhook

Did you know?

The most valuable coin ever found in Britain was in 2001 

in a field by a person with a metal detector. The gold 

coin dating from the 8th century and depicting an Anglo 

Saxon king was sold to the British Museum for more than 

£350,000.
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Money idioms
Rearrange the words to make idioms connected with money. Two mean rich and two mean 
poor.

in he it rolling is   for they cash strapped are
make can’t they meet ends  absolutely she loaded is

Diary
You have nearly completed Straightforward Upper Intermediate. Write a brief evaluation of 
it. What have you learnt? What have you found useful? What have you found interesting?

12B Bounty hunter
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can identify information mentioned in a radio programme.
 I can discuss a hypothetical situation.
 I can understand and use a set of idioms connected with money.
 I can use the passive to report opinions and facts without naming the source.

‘ ’      If more of us valued food and cheer and song above  
                                   hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world.

J.R.R. Tolkien (British author, 1892–1973)

Did you know?
One of America’s best-known bounty hunters is Honolulu-based Duane Chapman, also known as ‘Dog the bounty hunter’. On his website he advertises his services with the words ‘From 18 to 80, blind, crippled or crazy, if they can’t walk 

or crawl, we’ll drag ’em back.’ 
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Scam & spam
Which sorts of spam emails do you most often receive? Do any of them try to scam you? Have 
you or anyone you know fallen for any internet scams?

The internet
The internet is a wonderful new field for criminals. Do you agree? Which crimes are most 
worrying? Should the response be more regulation and management? Should there be new 
laws?

Causatives
Think of three things you have had done over the last year and three things you need to get 
done over the next year.

12c Scam
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can guess the meaning of idiomatic expressions in an article.
 I can use the causative to talk about something that someone is doing for me. 
 I can discuss email scams and other contemporary crimes.
 I can propose and discuss appropriate punishments for crimes.

The history of Spam
• Not many people outside the UK, the US and Korea realize that Spam is something other than unwanted email! It’s actually a rectangular tinned pre-cooked processed meat product. The name is an abbreviation of Spiced Ham (although some unkind jokers insist it means Spare Parts of Anonymous Mammals). 

• So, how on earth did it become the word for 
unwanted emails advertising cosmetic surgery and the like? Well, it seems to be because it was one of the few unrationed items in Britain after the war. So it was everywhere and people got a bit sick of it – just like spam email!
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Money money money
If someone who knew nothing about your country looked at your banknotes and coins, what 
would they learn about your country? Is the money well-designed? Interesting? Attractive?

Generalizations
Make some generalizations about life in the 21st century.

British & American English
Match the British English words to their American English equivalents.
1 anticlockwise a trash can
2 trousers b realtor
3 estate agent c counter clockwise
4 plaster d band aid
5 dustbin e bathrobe
6 dressing gown f pants

Diary
That’s it! The end! How do you feel? Has your English improved? What’s better? What still 
needs work? Are you ready for Straightforward Advanced?

12d Dollar bill
Can do (tick ✓)

 I can talk about the topic of credit cards and debt with reference to my country.
 I can make generalizations about different topics. 
 I can understand the sequence of events in a radio programme.
 I can recognize some differences between American and British English.



Can you remember?
Now that you have finished the course … how much can you remember about the 
characters and topics from Straightforward Upper Intermediate?

Don’t look back at your Student’s Book – see what you can remember!
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What kind of animals were the ‘cold-
blooded killers’ in lesson 2a?
a sharks
b dolphins
c crocodiles

1

What is strange about the Dark 
Room Restaurant (lesson 2d)?
a It is only open at night.
b  The waiters wear black clothes.
c  It is pitch black inside.

2

What is claustrophobia (lesson 4a)? 
a  the fear of spiders
b  the fear of enclosed spaces
c  the fear of open spaces

3

Which painter features in the film Girl 
with a Pearl Earring (lesson 5c)?
a  Van Gogh
b  Vermeer
c  Rembrandt

4

Of which US state is Arnold 
Schwarzenegger the governor  
(lesson 6a)?
a  California
b  Nevada
c  Arizona

5

What was thrown at UK Deputy 
Prime Minister John Prescott?
a a tomato
b a brick
c an egg

6

Which profession is regarded as the 
most unpopular in the UK (lesson 9b)?
a  traffic warden
b  estate agent
c  tax inspector

7

In what year are the Chinese believed  
to have reached America (lesson 11a)?
a  1321
b  1421
c  1521

8

What is the name of the Caribbean 
island where treasure is rumoured to 
be buried (lesson 12a)?
a Cocos
b  Locos
c  Pocos

9

In what year did the first credit card 
appear in the US (lesson 12b)?
a  1940
b  1950
c  1960

10



My grammar now
You have studied the following grammar items in Straightforward Upper 
Intermediate. How confident do you feel about your own understanding and use of 
each one?  
(1 = I don’t know this very well. 2 = I know this fairly well. 3 = I have few problems 
with this.)
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Grammar item For example 1 2 3
What clauses What I really like is rock music.
Will for present habits Hungry sharks will attack humans.
Present continuous for present habits She’s always arguing.
Used to for past habits  He used to be a good swimmer.
Would for past habits He would train every morning.
Be/Get used to I can’t get used to English food.
Defining relative clauses She likes clothes that stand out.
Non-defining relative clauses He’s having dinner with his parents,  
 who always arrive late.
Participle clauses People suffering from …
Present perfect & past simple Have you heard from her?
 Did you hear from her last week?
Present perfect simple & continuous I’ve finished my exams.
 I’ve been hanging out with friends.
Narrative tenses I was walking home when …
-ever words You can’t just say whatever you like.
Past perfect continuous It had been raining for hours.
Real & unreal conditions I’ll do it if I have the time.
 I’d do it if I had the time.
 I’d have done it if I’d had the time.
I wish & If only I wish I’d listened to her.
 If only I’d listened to her.
Should have I should have listened to her.
Future continuous I’ll be seeing him next week.
Future perfect I’ll have finished this by three o’clock.
Modals of speculation It must have been a virus.
Modals of permission, obligation  We didn’t need to register. 
& prohibition They will have to apply later.
Adjective order a little red Italian leather bag
Adjectives & modifying adverbs absolutely fantastic; quite easy
Reporting He said he’d done it.
The & geographical names the Pacific, the Alps, the USA
So & such She’s such a good artist.
Passive  The map had been stolen.
Passive reporting verbs The gold is rumoured to be here.
Causative She had her hair done.



Now I can …
Listening

 I can understand different speakers 
talking about the same topic.

 I can understand details in an informal 
conversation.

 I can understand views for and against a 
subject in a debate.

 I can identify a subject by listening to key 
words.

 I can understand a radio interview.
 I can summarize conversations I’ve 

listened to.
 I can understand key words in an 

interview.
 I can identify different opinions in a 

conversation.
 I can make notes while listening to a 

recording.
 I can understand details in an interview.
 I can understand two people talking 

about a problem.
 I can understand general points in a 

conversation.
 I can understand advice and suggestions.
 I can understand an anecdote.
 I can understand questions in a job 

interview.

Writing
 I can write a CV.
 I can write a covering letter.
 I can write a composition.
 I can use linking expressions to add 

further information.
 I can avoid repetition in my written work. 
 I can use narrative tenses.
 I can use appropriate register for different 

types of writing.
 I can write a review.
 I can write an email to a friend.
 I can write short notes and messages.
 I can write a story.
 I can write a report.

Speaking
 I can ask questions with the correct form 

of the auxiliary verb.
 I can say no politely and appropriately.
 I can discuss a topical issue.
 I can discuss jobs related to my hobbies 

or interests.
 I can discuss a subject in detail.
 I can talk about a hypothetical situation 

in my life.
 I can discuss a controversial issue.
 I can talk about my tastes in fashion.
 I can discuss changes that have occurred 

over time.
 I can describe a picture. 
 I can respond sympathetically to 

someone’s problems.
 I can discuss political issues such as 

freedom of speech.
 I can tell a story.
 I can give a short presentation.
 I can discuss, negotiate and reach a 

compromise decision.

Reading
 I can understand the main ideas in a text.
 I can understand the content and 

significance of an article.
 I can find a series of linked points in an 

article.
 I can compare and contrast different 

texts.
 I can quickly understand concepts in an 

article.
 I can identify different opinions in an 

article.
 I can understand the progression in a text.
 I can understand a sequence of events in 

a text.
 I can understand short texts in a range of 

styles.
 I can find the information I need in an 

article.
 I can understand a complex text about 

contemporary issues.
 I can guess the meaning of unfamiliar 

words in a reading passage.
60



The way forward
Hopefully you will now be ready to move on to Straightforward Advanced. What else 
can you do to help improve your English?
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Listening
• Watch English movies and DVDs with English subtitles.
• Listen to radio news items on internet radio.
I listen to the following regularly . . .

Reading
• Try to read something in English every day (internet web pages, items on 

news websites, magazine articles).
• Watch movies in your own language with English subtitles.

I read the following regularly . . .

Writing
• Write emails and text messages to your friends in English.
• Write messages on internet forums.
I have written these things in English recently . . .

Vocabulary
• Keep a vocabulary notebook. Write down interesting and useful new words 

that you meet when you read or listen to English.
I practise vocabulary by . . .

Grammar
• Look back over the grammar in your Student’s Book and test yourself.
• Practise trying to use more difficult structures when you speak English. 
I practise grammar by . . .



Goodbye
To help you finish this Portfolio with a smile – here are a few puzzles. 
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Absolutely anagrams
Unscramble the words to find four ungradable 
adjectives.

TILLBRIAN 

HADUTEXSE

NAIGCITNFAS  

SOLUFAUB 

How many words?
How many English words of three or more 
letters can you make from the letters of this 
word? Each letter may be used only once, and 
no plurals.

Example: person

Target:  20–30 = fair
 31–40 = good
 more than 40 = excellent! 

Odd one out
Which word in each group is different from 
the others? Why?

1 hammer, saw, scissors, screwdriver

2 bus, taxi, car, tram

3 ham, cheese, milk, yoghurt

4 London, Madrid, Paris, Warsaw

5 deed, level, noon, limit

Word puzzle
Changing just one letter each time, change 
the word from READ to SEAT.

S E A T

   

   

   

R E A D

PERSONAL



Your dossier is a collection of the work that you have done by yourself, either in 
class or at home. It is a record of your level and also of the progress that you make.

You could keep two dossiers:
• a ‘Working’ dossier for the work you do on a day-to-day basis, and 

• a ‘Showcase’ dossier for your most recent and best work.

My dossier
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Take photos of your 
school, classroom, 
classmates and teacher 

to decorate your 
dossier.

Divide your work 
into categories: 

• writing

• speaking

• reading

• listening

• vocabulary

• grammar

• pronunciation

• tests 

Remember to put a date on 

all your work.

Include dated ‘can do’ 

checklists in your dossier to 

record the progress you are 

making.

Put your work in a 

folder or a file to 

keep it safe.

Keep one dossier 
for each level of 
Straightforward. 

Upper Intermediate

Include recordings 

of you speaking. Use 

them to hear how your 

pronunciation, accuracy 

and fluency improve.
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Answers
1B Possible answers: Jayne isn’t a big fan of paintballing. 

Jayne doesn’t enjoy paintballing. Jayne wouldn’t enjoy 
paintballing. Do you enjoy paintballing? The students 
hadn’t heard about paintballing. Has Jayne heard about 
paintballing? Isn’t Jayne a big fan of paintballing? 

2A The hippopotamus is the most dangerous animal on the list. 
1 North America, 2 Asia, 3 Antarctica, 4 Australasia, 5 South 
America

2d 1 be in the army, 2 got used to, 3 he’s quite, 4 get used to 
3A clean-shaven, worn-out, middle-aged, easy-going, well-off
3c positive: slim, svelte, lean, slender. negative: skinny, thin, 

emaciated, scrawny, gaunt, skeletal
3d 1 good-looking, handsome, attractive, appealing  

2 radiant, stunning, delightful, gorgeous
4A 1 open spaces, 2 crossing the road, 3 public speaking,  

4 blood, 5 water 
4B 1 assertive, aggressive; 2 confident; 3 reserved; 4 timid, bossy
4c abolition, courageous, equality, boycott, illegal
4d new, right, paw, tail, not, plane, sail, Greece 

rained/reigned/reined, caught/court, saw/soar/sore, blew/
blue

5B 2 Kahlo, 3 Matisse, 4 Monet, 5 Picasso
5c 1 Klimt, 2 Van Gogh, 3 Renoir, 4 Picasso, 5 Cezanne 
5d survey: 1 non-fiction, 2 crime & thrillers, 3 romantic fiction,  

4 literary fiction, 5 science fiction/fantasy
6A Actors: 1b, 2c, 3a   British English: stand for election, MP, 

Conservative, parliament.   American English: run for office, 
senator, governor, Republican

6B 1 Iceland, 2 New Zealand, 3 Finland, 4 Australia, 5 Romania 
candidate, ballot paper, turn out, voting, polling station

6d fireman, chair/chairperson, deaf, Native American, 
disabled, unemployed, humankind, police officer, dustman

7A buy second-hand, recycle paper, eat organic, re-use bags, 
walk more, fly less, take showers

8A I’m feeling a bit off colour. I’m not quite right. I’m coming 
down with something.

8B earache, backache, toothache, stomach ache; a pain in the: 
neck, leg, shoulder, chest

8d That reminds me …  Anyway, as I was saying …  By the way 
…  Come to think of it …  Talking of …  As for …

9B 1 Flash, 2 Robin, 3 Spiderman 4 Batman
9c G: nasty, wrong, mean   U: horrendous, despicable, 

disgraceful
9d 1 bus drivers, 2 footballers, 3 public relations people,  

4 politicians, 5 reality TV show contestants
10A Altruistic: selfless, magnanimous, unselfish, generous 

Reflexive verbs: sacrifice, ask, delude
10c I’m gonna make him an offer he can’t refuse.  

(The Godfather); I’ll be back. (The Terminator); May the 
Force be with you. (Star Wars); My name’s Bond. James 
Bond. (James Bond films);  You talking to me? You talking to 
me? You talking to me? (Travis Bickle, Taxi Driver)

11A Where am I? 1 Venice, 2 The Great Wall of China,  
3 Mt. Kilimanjaro, 4 Brasilia (Brazil), 5 The Moon  
Chinese achievements: all of them except the iPod

11B Binomials: sick & tired, to & fro, pick & choose, bits & 
pieces, short & sweet, born & bred, flesh & blood, black & 
white, here & now, tried & tested, down & out, forgive & 
forget, long & hard; They’re just like chalk and cheese. 
Anagrams: 1 Alps, 2 Algarve, 3 Alaska, 4 New Zealand,  
5 Melbourne  Puzzle: London

11c quite happy: cheerful, pleased   extremely happy: jubilant, 
over the moon, ecstatic

11d Location: 1 Spain, 2 France, 3 Portugal, 4 Italy, 5 Malta 
It was such an awful experience. I really am so sorry. There 
was so little time. It was such a beautiful place.

12A Treasure hunt: 2 island, 3 loot, 4 cargo, 5 treasure, 6 cave 
A pirate story: 1 bar, 2 wooden, 3 hook, 4 patch, 5 injuries,  
6 shark, 7 sword, 8 peeling, 9 squirted, 10 hook 
Rhyming puzzle: leisure, measure, pleasure

12B He is rolling in it. They are strapped for cash. They can’t 
make ends meet. She is absolutely loaded.

12d 1c, 2f, 3b, 4d, 5a, 6e

Can you remember? 
1b, 2c, 3b, 4b, 5a, 6c, 7a, 8b, 9a, 10b 
Goodbye 
Anagrams: brilliant, fascinating, exhausted, 
fabulous 
How many words? Answers include: ale, alp, 
ape, are, ear, earl, lap, lane, laser, lean, leap, 
learn, lose, loser, lope, nap, near, nose, oar, 
open, oral, pal, pan, pear, pearl, pen, plan, 
plane, polar, pole, ran, reap, role, rope, sale, 
sane, sap, soap, solar, sole, span, spare 
Odd one out: 1 scissors (the only one with two 
moving parts), 2 tram (the only one on rails),  
3 ham (doesn’t contain milk), 4 Madrid 
(stressed on the second syllable), 5 limit (all 
the others are palindromes, i.e. they spell the 
same word forwards and backwards) 
Word puzzle: read – rear – bear – beat – seat   










